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by Daniele Carnevali
Aston Martin finally unveiled the first unit of its AM 37 realised with Quintessence Yachts in the course of the latest MYS. The iconic British brand thus enters the world of
yachting with this first model. This is a premium level day
cruiser delivered after two years of R&D to conjugate innovative technology with Aston Martin’s traditional craftsmanship. The same team of craftsmen which previously worked
on other Aston Martin models, the One-77, the Vulcan and
the new DB11 also passed on their knowledge in the making of the AM37 to Quintessence Yachts technicians who
successfully managed to reinterpret everything for the yacht.
Marek Reichman, EVP and chief Creative Officer for Aston
Martin commented as follows: “AM represents fully Aston
Martin’s DNA translated into a new nautical concept. This
power boat mirrors all our values in terms of power beauty
and spirit. The most important attribute for Aston Martin
is proportion and design which we have transferred into
AM37. It was of considerable importance to us to be sure
that this boat’s design was going to be notably beautiful and
timeless like our cars”.
The result is a very refined daycruiser right up to the smallest detail, starting with a windscreen which has been made
out of a single cut glass sheet expertly handcrafted to be
enclosed with three carbon protective panels which at the
push of a button slot back into their recess in the cockpit
accordingly. Furthermore AM37 is equipped with an electrical/hydraulic bimini top in carbon fibre and the dashboard
recalls obvious Aston Martin class in the styling. The interior decor sports fine skins and precious fabric. The layout
comprises a dinette which doubles as night zone plus all
you need to spend a relaxing week end. The AM37 comes
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in two versions, the first one with a pair of 370 HP Mercury diesels or a pair of 430 HP Mercury petrol engines
which should be capable of propelling the boat to 45 knots.
The second version the AM37S is powered up with more
muscle represented by two 520 HP Mercury petrol engines
which deliver a confirmed top speed of more than 50 knots.
For further information: Quintessence Yachts, Joop Geesinkweg 901-999, Amsterdam, 1114 AB The Netherlands, www.
quintessenceyachts.com - info@quintessenceyachts.com www.astonmartin.com
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